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History: Established in 1850, the School Sisters of Notre Dame, Milwaukee Province, have served at the following Indian missions and schools:

1886-1986 Holy Childhood of Jesus School, Harbor Springs, Michigan (Ottawa) was administered by the School Sisters of Notre Dame, Milwaukee Province

1991-1995 Jesuits (Wisconsin Province, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) administered Our Lady of the Sioux Church, Oglala, Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota, with a School Sister of Notre Dame (Milwaukee Province) serving as pastoral coordinator

1980?-present Hope Rural School (Maya), Indiantown, Florida

Holdings of Catholic-related records about Native Americans:

Inclusive dates: 1886-1986

Volume: Several folders

Description: The Native Catholic records pertain only to Holy Childhood School.

A. Convent chronicle, 1886-1996, volume unknown: in German with English translations to ca. 1918 and English only thereafter
B. History: Holy Childhood Church, 150th Anniversary, 1979?
C. “Michigan Indian Ceremonial,” 1951
D. Clippings, n.d., volume unknown
E. Personnel files: includes Sister Onesma Josiah (Ottawa, -1987)